Stunning Stained Glass Looks for Beautiful Home Decor!
Stunning Stained Glass Looks—Surprisingly Easy!

For over 10 years, Gallery Glass® has brought crafters an affordable, achievable and fun way to bring the beauty and privacy of stained glass windows into their home. As consumers’ interest in stained glass decor continues, the 2007 Gallery Glass collection introduces new designs and colors that capture today’s decorating trends—and delivers innovative products, tools and techniques to ensure crafting success. What does this mean to you? An opportunity to bring an exciting glass decorating program to experienced Gallery Glass crafters and beginners alike.

Amazing Window Color™ Paint!
Crystal clear, pretty pastels and vivid colors…Window Color™ paint is the key to beautiful Gallery Glass® stained glass effects. From elegant windows and decorative accessories to art-glass panels and simple suncatcher clings, only Window Color—the original simulated stained glass paint—does it all!

- Creates genuine glass textures
- Dries to a shiny glass-like finish
- Applies horizontally or vertically, directly to a window
- Repositionable & removable
- Features an expansive rich color palette

Delivering Design & Innovation
Introducing Gallery Glass® Pattern Packs, a fresh approach to classic stained glass looks with bold, contemporary designs—delivered in an easier-than-ever to do format. Simple-to-follow patterns with an easy paint-by-number technique make beautiful Gallery Glass projects fast and fun to complete. Pattern Pack selection includes designs for popular window styles, frameable art and suncatcher clings.

Ideas and Instructions at www.plaidonline.com
Plaid’s exciting website exposes new consumers to Gallery Glass® every day. Inspiring projects invite consumers into Gallery Glass crafting and detailed how-to instruction ensures they learn the basic skills to get started. Convenient retail locator lets them find your store with ease.
Create beautiful Gallery Glass® looks easier than ever before with new Pattern Packs! Featuring easy-to-follow patterns with paint-by-number color coding, Pattern Packs provide detailed designs in a simplified format for mistake-free projects. To use, simply trace lines with leading then paint with colors indicated. Large full-color package photos show the finished designs and detailed instructions ensure your success. Each Pattern Pack comes with a mini practice-pattern and a bonus how-to DVD filled with tips and tricks. Selection features patterns for windows, frameable art and suncatcher clings, each with multiple designs.

Window Designs

Sized to suit popular window styles in today’s homes, each theme features multiple coordinating designs for double-hung, transom, sidelight and door windows—each can be easily adapted to fit any size or shape window.

NEW! 16382 Shabby Chic
Includes patterns for window, sidelight and transom.

NEW! 16383 Sea Dreams
Includes patterns for windows and sidelight.

NEW! 16384 Classical Fruit
Includes patterns for windows and sidelight.
NEW! 16386  Nature’s Calm
Includes patterns for windows and sidelight.

NEW! 16387  Scroll Flourish
Includes patterns for windows and sidelight.

NEW! 16389  Asian Inspired
Includes patterns for windows and sidelight.

NEW! 16390  Donna’s Garden
Includes patterns for windows and sidelight.
Designs inspired by decorative painter Donna Dewberry.
NEW! 16385 Delicate Floral
Includes patterns for windows and sidelight.

NEW! 16388 Simple Geometric
Includes patterns for windows and sidelight.

Create Coordinating Windows to Complete Your Décor!

Doors
Transoms
Sidelights
Frameable Art Designs

Create a colorful painted stained glass art accessory. Designs sized to fit standard 11" x 14" and 8" x 10" ready-made frames. Includes 10 designs in each pack.

Suncatcher Cling Designs

Over 50 simple designs including an alphabet for everyday or special occasion decorating fun. So quick and easy to do, these designs are perfect for practicing the basic “outline and paint” Gallery Glass® technique and make a great kid’s craft.
Over 60 Dazzling Colors!

Gallery Glass® Window Color™ simulates the look of cathedral stained glass when painted on windows or other glass surfaces, Plexiglas®, mirrors, styrene and more. Its unique water base formula can be applied vertically or horizontally and can create a variety of textures. Introducing 12 new colors for 2007, including Shimmers—rich colors with a fine glitter sparkle. Available in 2 oz. and 8 oz. (select colors) bottles with applicator tip.

- 16001 Crystal Clear
- NEW! 16848 Hologram Shimmer
- 16022 Clear Frost
- 16002 Snow White
- 16021 White Pearl
- 16003 Cameo Ivory
- 16463 Spring Rose
- 16006 Canyon Coral
- 16016 Rose Quartz
- 16023 Berry Red
- 16438 Magenta Rose
- 16423 Hot Pink
- NEW! 17047 Rosy Pink
- 16017 Magenta Royal
- NEW! 16850 Ruby Red Shimmer
- 16015 Ruby Red
- 16005 Orange Poppy
- 16429 Pumpkin Orange
- NEW! 17045 Peach
- NEW! 17044 Harvest Yellow
- 16020 Amber
- 16461 Yellow Ochre
- 16425 Citrus Yellow
- 16455 Sunflower
- 16004 Sunny Yellow
- 16448 Bright Yellow
- 16024 Ivy Green
- 16008 Kelly Green
- 16449 Bright Green
- NEW! 17053 Jadeite Green
- NEW! 16851 Green Shimmer
- 16035 Lime Green
- NEW! 17052 Fresh Lime
- NEW! 17051 Light Green
Paint Directly on Your Window!

Only Window Color™ allows you to paint directly onto your window surface.

Apply Window Color from bottle.

When paint is wet, blend colors or create texture with metal combing tool as desired.

New! Value-Sized Window Color™

New! Popular Window Colors in value-sized 8 oz. bottle. Perfect for completing large scale designs, backgrounds or multiple projects.
Specialty Window Color™

Expand creative options with specialty Window Colors. Each offers a unique look to enhance any project.

**Glitter Window Color**

Glitter colors add the trendy look of glimmer and glitz to any glass project. Use as an accent or for an overall glitter look. Combine multiple glitter colors for extra dazzle.

16440 Gold  
16441 Silver  
16442 Hologram  
16444 Blue  
16436 Multi

**Sparkle Window Color**

Create a shimmering gleam of gold, silver or blue with Sparkle Window Color. Great for seasonal and everyday projects alike.

16019 Gold Sparkle  
16421 Silver Sparkle  
16427 Blue Sparkle

---

**Add Authentic Crackled Glass Effects**

Create the look of aged, crackled glass with easy-to-use Crackle Medium™. Simply apply Crackle Medium™ over dry Window Color and watch the crackle texture form.

16049 2 fl. oz. Crackle Medium  
16047 8 fl. oz. Crackle Medium

---

**Create Etched Glass Looks!**

Specially formulated to create the unique look and feel of real etched glass, Gallery Glass® Window Etch™ is an easy-to-apply textured finish.

16044 2 fl. oz. White Frost Window Etch  
16045 8 fl. oz. White Frost Window Etch
Window Color™ Sets for Value & Convenience

New 31-Color Value Set is Great for Color Sampling!
The perfect way to explore the beauty of Window Color. This 31-Color Value Pack Set offers an updated, color-coordinated palette of popular favorites and new home décor accent colors. Bonus 2 oz. Classic Black Liquid Leading™, 2 oz. Crystal Clear Window Color and multi-purpose scooping/combing tool also included.

Value Set Includes:
- 6 paint pot colors (0.44 fl. oz. each)
- 24 additional colors (0.17 fl. oz. each)
- 2 fl. oz. Crystal Clear Window Color
- 2 fl. oz. Classic Black Liquid Leading
- Multi-purpose Tool

The Perfect Trial Pack
16405 Window Color™ Paint Set with Combing Tool
12-Color Paint Set with Combing Tool Includes:
- 12 paint pot colors (0.17 fl. oz. each)
- 2 fl. oz. Crystal Clear Window Color
- 2 fl. oz. Classic Black Liquid Leading
- Multi-purpose Tool

2 oz. Bottle Value Packs in 2 Color Stories
15389 Window Color Primary Colors Value Pack Includes:
- 2 fl. oz. Liquid Leading™ plus (5) 2 fl. oz. bottles of Window Color in Crystal Clear, Kelly Green, Royal Blue, Ruby Red and Snow White.

16404 Window Color Decorator Colors Value Pack Includes:
- 2 fl. oz. Liquid Leading™ plus (5) 2 fl. oz. bottles of Window Color in Ivy Green, Berry Red, Amber, Denim Blue and Cameo Ivory.
Two Easy Leading Options!

Gallery Glass® Liquid Leading™ and Redi-Lead™ simulate the look of stained glass leading and create your design outlines. Liquid Leading is best for more intricate designs while Redi-Lead is perfect for simple shapes and line work.

Classic Black Liquid Leading™

This classic simulated leading product creates the look of real leading lines. Waterbased, non-toxic formula. Convenient applicator tip allows clean, easy leading lines. Let dry 8 hours then you’re ready to paint.

16025 2 fl. oz. Liquid Leading
16076 4 fl. oz. Liquid Leading
16082 8 fl. oz. Liquid Leading

Metallic Liquid Leading™

The ease of Liquid Leading in rich metallic colors. Great for seasonal projects.

16079 2 fl. oz. Gold Metallic Liquid Leading
16080 2 fl. oz. Silver Metallic Liquid Leading

Create Lead Lines, Pattern Pieces & Suncatcher Clings!

Use Leading Blanks to create Liquid Leading lines, modular pattern pieces and suncatcher clings. New larger 10” x 18” is perfect for large designs and multiple leaded pieces.

Tips Make Delicate Leading a Breeze!

Refine the width of your leading line for delicately detailed projects with Micro Leading Tips. Tips easily screw onto the applicator tip of any Liquid Leading bottle. set includes four different sized tips.

16245 Micro Leading Tip Set

16051 Leading Blanks
Set of three 8” x 10”

NEW! 17040 Leading Blanks
Set of two 10” x 18”
Redi-Lead™ for Fast & Perfect Lead Lines!

Pre-formed, adhesive-backed simulated leading, Redi-Lead Lines and Redi-Lead Circles are the fastest and easiest way to create perfectly leaded lines on any project. Simply peel from backing sheet then press on surface following pattern lines. Minimal skill or leading expertise is needed—and there’s no wait to paint!

16089 Redi-Lead Lines
24 linear feet of 1/8” adhesive-backed lines.

16690 Redi-Lead Value Pack
72 linear feet of adhesive-backed 1/8” lines. Great for large projects.

I6090 Redi-Lead Circles
Package includes 32 circles in 4 sizes.

16092 Thin Redi-Lead Lines
21 linear feet of 1/32” adhesive-backed lines.

NEW! 17041 Redi-Lead 24” Lines
36 linear feet of 1/8” adhesive-backed lines in longer 24” length. Suitable for window design borders and geometric designs as it allows for fewer cuts and solder joints.

Fast & Easy Leading!

Peel from backer.

Press in surface.
Project Kits Offer Instant Inspiration!

Create a beautiful work of art quickly and easily with these beginner-friendly Suncatcher and Cling Kits. Each kit features paint-by-number patterns for a suncatcher and three clings, an oval suncatcher project surface, 8"x 10" leading blank, 2 oz. bottle classic black Liquid Leading™, 8-color paint pot Window Color™ set, 1.1 oz. bottle of Crystal Clear Window Color, multi-purpose combing/scooping tool and a bonus suction cup with hook to hang a finished suncatcher project. Choose from two fresh and fun design themes.

NEW! 17018 Butterfly Flourish Suncatcher and Cling Kit

NEW! 17020 Parrot Suncatcher and Cling Kit

For additional ideas to get started with your next project, see the new Gallery Glass Pattern Packs on pages 2-6.
Versatile Surfaces for Glass Crafting Projects!

Create frameable glass art or decorative suncatchers with these convenient and easy-to-use glass crafting surfaces. To use, simply lay surface over pattern and trace with leading then paint! Perfect for the beginner to learn techniques before starting larger window projects.

16216  Round Blank
Package contains one 10" round, beveled acrylic blank.

16215  Oval Blank
Package contains one 6 1/2" x 9" oval, beveled acrylic blank.

16052  Styrene Blanks
Each package contains two 8" x 10" Styrene Blanks.

Three-Dimensional Design Versatility!

Create your own Gallery Glass mobiles, ornaments, and 3-D accents with Cuttable Craft Plastic. This lightweight yet durable material is easy to cut into any shape and takes leading and Window Color perfectly.

NEW! 17033  Cuttable Craft Plastic
Pack includes six 8" x 10" sheets.
Tools for Success

Valuable tool sets offer beginners the basic tools for learning proper leading, painting and texturing techniques—and become a must-have as crafters continue to explore their Gallery Glass® creativity. Each tool set is specifically designed to use with Gallery Glass products—for professional results every time!

NEW! 17042 Lead & Paint Trimmers
Features three disposable blades in protective, easy-to-handle holders. Use to cut leading lines and Redi-Lead or to remove Window Color.

NEW! 17043 Combing Tool Pack
Features four plastic multi-purpose combing tools for scooping and smoothing paint along with three metal combing tools for opening bottles and eliminating bubbles in paint.

16225 Tool Set
Indispensable tool set for beginners includes a Window Color™ spreader, multi-purpose combing tool for scooping and combing paint, metal combing tool for opening bottles and eliminating bubbles and lead trimmer for cutting lead lines.

16224 Brush Set
Specialty brushes for use with Window Etch™ and other glass texture techniques. Set includes 1/2" and 1/4" stencil brushes and feather brush.

Tools Make Gallery Glass Easy!

Use the combing tool to blend colors.

Use the Lead & Paint Trimmer to remove dried Window Color.

Protective Project Sealer

Protect treasured projects so they last for years with this specially formulated sealer. Simply brush over finished project and let dry—projects will resist dust, fingertip marks and condensation in moist areas—keeping Window Color™ dazzling! Available in two sizes.

16485 Gallery Glass Protective Sealer
4 oz.

16478 Gallery Glass Protective Sealer
8 oz.

16782 Crystal Beads
Package contains 31 grams.

Exciting Twinkling Effects with Glass Beads

Real glass beads capture and reflect Window Color and add a unique texture to projects. To use, apply layer of Crystal Clear over dry Window Color then sprinkle with beads—dazzling Window Color always shines through.

Crystal Beads with Crystal Clear
Crystal Beads with Amethyst
Idea-Packed Books!

**NEW!** 9801 Clings For All Seasons
Over 100 special occasion designs for quick and easy suncatcher clings. Includes full-size patterns and bonus 8" x 10" Gallery Glass Leading Blank. 40 pgs.

**NEW!** 9839 More Fabulous Florals
Gorgeous floral designs inspired by the artwork of decorative painter, Donna Dewberry. Each design uses the modular method for easy adapting to windows or decorative accessories. 28 pgs.

**NEW!** 9867 Creations on Glass
24-page workbook featuring Gallery Glass applications and techniques. Includes projects for windows, accessories, clings and more. 24 pgs.

**NEW!** 9875 Radiant Suncatchers & Clings
40 pages of fun suncatcher and cling designs, sized and themed for everyday enjoyment. Includes bonus 8" x 10" Gallery Glass Leading Blank.

DVD Makes Gallery Glass® Easy!

**NEW!** 16350 Glass Decorating Made Easy
Running time: 45 minutes

Instructional DVD features a broad array of windows, clings, suncatchers and accessories. Gallery Glass® creator and teacher for 20 years, Carol Smith leads you through basic tips and techniques for home decorating success. Shrink wrapped DVD has a hang tab for easy display.